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INTRODUCTION
My name is Jasmine, and I’m pursuing a BMEn major with a CSCi minor. I don’t have any 
time for hobbies since Junior year is trying to kill me…(almost). When I have time, I enjoy 
reading, feeding my video game addiction with Fire Emblem, and baking with my sisters. 
Fun Fact: I made a goal in freshman year to visit every restaurant on the Main Streets of 
Stadium Village and Dinkytown, and I’m 50% there. My next goal is to be a driving force 
in SASE as it evolves into a better version of itself.

WHY SASE LEADERSHIP?
Leadership means having the means to steer change and growth. As a board member, I was 
able to help decide the activities and food at events. But by running for leadership, I want 
to gain the ability to help determine the overall message SASE delivers. A picture is worth 
a thousand words and each event is a frame that helps build SASE’s image. As a board 
member, you are able to shape the message and focus of select events, but as Vice-presi-
dent, I would be able to help draw the picture each event helps create. One of my goals as 
Vice-president will be to deepen the community within SASE members. Previous years 
have made great strides in improving GA and board member interaction, but I believe it can 
be improved even further. When I attended events, I was overwhelmed by the number of 



and be alone. I know other people have felt the same way. By running for leadership, I would 
be able to implement new events and be involved in all aspects and programs of SASE to 
bring us together as a whole. Community isn’t the only aspect of SASE, as a professional 
organization, SASE also helps deliver a statement to employers about the values and skills 
of its members. I want to run for leadership because it puts me in a position to make people 
feel welcomed and help people find the opportunities in whatever career path they choose.

WHAT DOES SASE MEAN TO YOU?
Growing up, I was always the quiet kid and kept to myself. Entering college, as I wandered 
from student group to student group as an underclassmen, I realized that I never felt more 
alone despite being on such a large campus with classes of 300 or more people. But mean-
dering through student groups also showed me that I wasn’t alone in that feeling. Almost 
everyone wanted to find a friend. A crew to fall back on and go out to lunch with, like on TV 
or movies. But being in an ambitious college, we were also pushed to find friends that would 
drive us to improve ourselves. Within SASE, I found not just a group of friends, but a com-
munity. A community of quirky and driven people. SASE unites all Asians under one banner 
in STEM fields. I love the fact that the “A” in SASE encompasses all Asian heritage and cul-
tures. You are not judged based on what area of Asia you’re descendant from, but only the 
fact that you support Asian growth in the STEM community. SASE is a place where profes-
sional development and Asian culture cross-over. SASE cultural events help foster com-
munity relationships through food and games, and engage attendees with the traditions and 
histories of various Asian cultures. SASE professional workshops aim to teach skills, net-
work, and provide career advice. To me, SASE means community. A community that relies 
on each other to not only succeed academically, but succeed in all areas of life from the 
professional to the social and the personal.

WHAT/WHERE DO YOU WANT SASE TO BE BY THE END OF YOUR TERM?
I believe every leader of SASE wanted to make SASE a better version of itself, and I feel no 
di�erent. By the end of my term, I want our chapter to have accomplished enough to win 
“Strongest Chapter” at SASE Nationals. I want SASE to be a leader in the CSE and CBS 
student community, and I want employers to recognize SASE when they read it on a resume. 



SASE is founded on three pillars: Professional Development, Promotion of Diversity, and 
Philanthropy. For the last two years, our chapter has won “Most Philanthropic” at SASE 
Nationals. During my term, I want to improve all three pillars with a focus on Professional 
and Diversity pillars. I have a lot of ideas for SASE, but we could improve our Diversity 
Pillar by collaborating with smaller Asian cultural groups to promote Asian cultures outside 
of the stereotypes in American media. Professionally, we should work more closely with and 
take advantage of CSE’s new initiative to actively promote diversity within its majors. SASE 
should also actively build a relationship with companies by volunteering together, which has 
the added benefit of improving our Philanthropy Pillar. 

The second “S” in SASE means scientists. The term scientist emcompasses multiple majors 
inside of CBS, so I believe SASE should become more involved with the college such as 
attending their student organization fair. These are just a few ideas, but by the end of Derek 
and my term, I believe SASE can be a stronger leader and organization.


